
An Inspirational, Practical Speaker
Showing Audiences How to 

“Make Social Media Sell”

 Jeff Molander 

“Jeff gave our dealer sales force and supplier partners exactly 
what they needed—a refreshing, new perspective on social media 
marketing that sent everyone back to the office energized and able 
to make social media sell. His practical, straight forward, 
buzzword-free, occasionally humorous style was engaging from 
start to finish.”

    Norm MacLeod
     Basics Office Products Ltd.                           
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Speaker's biography  
Most sales keynote speakers and trainers teach the value of 
engaging customers online and providing relevant content. But no 
one tells you HOW to be engaging in ways to produce sales. Until 
now.

Jeff Molander is the only speaker showing audiences how to turn 
Facebook fans, LinkedIn contacts, blog subscribers and YouTube 
viewers into leads and sales. This is why the world’s top 
companies and trade associations invite him to their stages.

Insightful, practical and passionate, Jeff is a sought-after trainer to 
global corporations and an accomplished entrepreneur having co-
founded the Google Affiliate Network in 1999. He is adjunct digital 
marketing faculty at Loyola University’s school of business and his 
book, Off The Hook Marketing: How to Make Social Media Sell 
for You, is first to offer a clear, practical way to create leads, sales 

on social platforms.
 
Book Jeff as your speaker or trainer if your audience needs:

♦ Inspiration on social SELLING through new stories of successful social sellers.
♦ A starting point … a clear way to make social media sell for them.
♦ Step-by-step guidance with a practical system they’ve never heard before.
♦ An occasional laugh … by throwing rocks at misguided social media ‘gurus’. 

Jeff's passion is palpable. He combines exciting, original social selling success stories with 3 
principles that bring audiences closer to making the sale. Audiences walk away from his 
presentations with clarity on how to create more leads and sales using a practical, hype-free 
approach to social media technologies. Along the way, Jeff throws rocks at his audiences' 
enemies (self-anointed social media “gurus”), confirms gnawing suspicions and encourages 
their dreams. Most importantly, he provides clear, “next steps” that are already creating results 
for others—including his own publishing and speaking business.

Biography – suitable for introductions
Jeff Molander is the authority on making social media sell and author of Off The Hook 
Marketing: How to Make Social Media Sell for You.  He is adjunct digital marketing faculty at 
Loyola University's business school and an accomplished entrepreneur. In 1999 he co-founded 
the Google Affiliate Network. But in the end, Jeff gets measured by his ability to show how fans 
and followers can be converted to leads, referrals and sales.
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Jeff's most popular speeches
How to Make Social Media Sell for You—
Off the Hook!
Everything you need to know about social selling you learned from 
Dale Carnegie (Winning Friends & Influencing People) and 
Napoleon Hill (Think & Grow Rich). The rest is mostly hype. Jeff 
gives your audience a stunningly positive, practical perspective on 
the nonsense spewing from mouths of social media ‘gurus.’ He 
reveals 3 surprising success principles—and success stories that 
illustrate them—that get your audience moving in a new direction. 
Is your audience is skeptical about the hype surrounding social 
media? They will find Jeff’s words refreshing, useful and practical. 
Take advantage of your audience’s attitude about social media and 
contact Jeff today to discuss this speech. Your audience will learn:

• How to turn friends, followers, 'likes' and evangelists into paying customers
• 3 things you don’t know about social media that will multiply your returns
• 2 common social marketing best practices that do more harm than good

 

Three Strange but Effective Habits of 
Successful Social Sellers
Want exceptional social selling results? Develop 
exceptional habits. Jeff will help your audience break the 
shackles of current paradigms and create new, more 
successful habits. This speech kicks-off by shifting your 
audience’s perspective on social media—exposing why the 
ideas we’ve been told work actually don’t. Next, Jeff 
presents 3 strange (but effective) success principles and a 
clear starting point to take action on them. Along the way 
your audience will throw a few tomatoes at social media 
“gurus” and meet entrepreneurs, marketers and sales professionals who are making 
social media sell for them.
You'll learn:

• How to generate sales & response using a repeatable, proven system
• Why most time invested in social media doesn't pay off (and what to do instead)
• Avoid “best practices” that do more harm than good
• Practical tips to get more response by creating irresistible curiosity in prospects
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The Truth About Social Selling
Everything you need to know about social selling you learned from Dale Carnegie 
(Winning Friends & Influencing People) and Napoleon Hill (Think & Grow Rich). The 
rest is mostly bullshit. Jeff gives your audience a stunningly positive, useful perspective 
on the nonsense spewing from mouths of social media ‘gurus.’ Then he reveals 3 
surprising success principles—and success stories that illustrate them—that will get 
your audience moving in a new direction. If your audience is skeptical, nervous or just 
plain plagued by the hype surrounding social media they will find Jeff’s words 
refreshing, useful and practical. Take advantage of your audience’s attitude about social 
media and contact Jeff today to discuss this speech.

• Bridge the “ROI chasm” between finance and marketing once and for all
• Get leads and sales through a better perspective on social tools
• Avoid social media “best practices” that actually do more harm than good
• Use LinkedIn to advance your personal brand and career path, starting today

“Insightful and refreshingly practical. Jeff kicked off our management 
team’s day by provoking thought and generating discussion. He 
grabbed our attention and kept it by offering ‘ah-ha’ moments—clear 
examples of how leading social media marketers are using tools like 
Facebook to sell. He thoroughly prepared in advance to meet the 
specific needs of our group and assured successful time well-spent.”

Rose Mitchell
Sr. VP, Governmental Affairs | Hy-Vee, Inc.

Social Selling for Dummies: 
3 Backwards Ideas That Really Work 
Where do you begin with platforms like Facebook, Twitter, blogs, YouTube and 
LinkedIn? How can you make the most of your time? Jeff will show your audience a 
surprisingly “old-school” system to generate more leads, referrals and sales. He's spent 
3 years studying today’s top social sellers and will give you their secrets—clear 'next 
steps' to make social media sell, starting now. Your audience will learn why conventional 
social marketing best practices often do more harm than good ... plus a handful of ideas 
that will increase their success rate.
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Jeff's LinkedIn keynote speeches
Making LinkedIn Sell for You: 
3 Strange but Effective Success Principles
Your audience will leave this session with a different perspective on social media AND a 
practical, repeatable system to get more leads with it. Jeff shows sales teams how to 
effortlessly attract, engage and earn more response from prospects. Step-by-step, Jeff 
will help your audience create their own approach to:

- Get more leads in Groups by challenging customers' thinking and provoking response
- Create irresistible curiosity about your solutions using constructive tension
- Build a bridge between the product and customers' pains and goals 

Don't miss this chance to convert your LinkedIn strategy from a project to a well-honed 
lead generation process.

The 3 Habits of Successful Social Sellers: 
A Faster Way to Leads on LinkedIn
Does your sales team need to be seen as a thought leader on LinkedIn? They'll need to 
form exceptional habits. For example, steering prospects clear of problems they're 
unaware of, or teaching them how to increase success rates. Proving we're worth 
engaging with is the key to getting response and leads on LinkedIn. In this session, Jeff 
will help each member of your audience get into powerful, new habits. They will leave 
with their own, practical approach to:

- Creating hunger for your solution by attracting, engaging and teaching prospects 
- Using customers' skepticism to your advantage, driving them to contact you
- Scratching customers' itches in ways that provoke more questions & engagement

It's time to sharpen the LinkedIn saw. Don't miss this chance to make LinkedIn work for 
you---rather than the other way around. Come and lean a practical, repeatable system 
that defines success on LinkedIn. 
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Training & workshops 
(Web & live event)
Making Your Blog Sell for You: 
3 Strange Social Selling Principles (that work)
Successful social selling is based on creating irresistible curiosity in you or your brand. 
The more intense curiosity created the more response and leads generated. Jeff shows 
your team where to start: A step-by-step, system to start increasing success rates of 
potential customers in ways that create more confident, eager buyers. In practical, no-
nonsense terms Jeff shows your group 3 success principles and gets them moving—
practicing them. Jeff will get your group taking action on generating leads using blogs.

*Available as an online course and live event training.

      Live training from $4000     Online for up to 200 from $6000 
Call 312-957-6020 for more details

“Jeff’s training at our Social Media Summit was rated excellent across 
the board. He bypassed the fluff and gave our audience the world-
class strategies, the drive and clear ‘next steps’ to start making social 
media sell right away.”

Jim Garrett
Executive Director 
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Making LinkedIn® Sell for You
The biggest challenge with LinkedIn® is cutting through noise, getting attention and 
converting it to leads. Jeff reveals how the key to success is not in what is said on a 
profile, in an InMail® or Group. Success depends on creating intense curiosity in your 
words. Step-by-step, Jeff shows you where to start: developing exceptional copywriting 
skills that trigger response and properly timed calls-to-action. This training gives your 
team the practical skills they need to generate leads in LinkedIn® using InMail®, Groups 
and profiles.

*Available as an online course and live event training.

     Live training from $4000    Online for up to 200 from $6000 
 Call 312-957-6020 for more details

Who hires Jeff
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“Jeff’s performance at IBM’s 2011 Smarter Commerce Summit gave us 
a new, useful perspective on generating leads and sales using tools 
like LinkedIn and Facebook. His practical focus is refreshing, his 
insights crystal clear. He sent all of us back to the office motivated to 
make social media sell.”

Brian Ratte | IBM Industry Software Leader                

Contact Jeff
Jeff Molander
Principal 
Molander & Associates Inc. 
3225 SE 10th Avenue
Cape Coral, FL 33904  312-957-6020  USA      email: jeff@jeffmolander.com 
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